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Reading Lissa Wolsak’s Lightsail, I am reminded of the blurb that Hugh Kenner wrote for 
the first volume of Ronald Johnson’s ARK: “This is, if you will believe it, religious poetry. 
‘Hail Holy Light’ is Ronald Johnson’s text, Max Plank and D’Arcy Thompson are among his 
Evangelists. The Messrs. Blake and Gutenberg too have been of assistance. Coarse men, pass 
by.” Lightsail is very much in the line of ARK, and I would venture to add that timid readers, 
although they should certainly not pass by, should be prepared to be challenged, 
intellectually, formally, and above all, imaginatively. Wolsak is a visionary poet, a mystic 
seeker in a cosmos made of words, words meant to suggest—but never to define—her 
peculiar understanding of divinity. But as in the case of Johnson, modern science is the 
poet’s ally in her quest. A light sail (aka a solar sail), according to the American Heritage 
Dictionary, is “a saillike device made of lightweight reflective material, attached to a 
spacecraft to harness the radiation pressure of the sun’s light and solar wind for propulsion.” 
Readers of Wolsak’s poem board her craft and are taken on a journey through inner space, a 
space where scientific and religious concepts are continually intermingling, producing 
strange conceits, convoluted grammatical constructions, and cryptic declarations which refer 
to both the poet’s spiritual condition and the “objective” reality of the Godhead. So if Blake 
and Dante are among Wolsak’s most notable precursors, the English Metaphysical poets 
must be counted in this group as well. Just as theology keeps company with contemporary 
science in the work of Donne and Herbert, in order to defamiliarize language and awaken 
the sleeping soul, so too do astrophysics, biology, and ecology dance together with a number 
of spiritual traditions in Lightsail. The result is an extravagant and compelling lyric sequence 
determined “TO TIP THE / TONGUE’S SUBJECTIVITIES” (33), which also seeks to give us one 
soul’s story, “A GNOSIS OF INTIMACY” (30). 

The intimacy which Wolsak invokes is there in her inspiring epigraph from Meister Eckhart 
(1260-1328), the German theologian and mystic: “There is a huge silence inside each of us 
that beckons us into itself, and the recovery of our own silence can begin to teach us the 
language of heaven.” We are immediately cued to the relationship of the individual to the 
heavenly, and even more importantly for a poet, the relationship between personal silence 
and heavenly language. The recognition and recovery of the silence within the soul is the 
necessary step for us to learn that celestial tongue—the material proximation of which, I 
would argue, is poetry. The words of Lightsail, as is true of Wolsak’s earlier work, come up 
out of a deep, meditative silence, rising into a light that empowers them but comes from a 
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source in the divine Other, which for Eckhart, is also present as a spark within each soul. 
Lightsail is dedicated to Peter O’Leary, the poet and critic, a religious thinker very much on 
the same wavelength as Wolsak, who writes about her with great insight in his recent Thick 
and Dazzling Darkness: Religious Poetry in a Secular Age. “Theology,” O’Leary observes of 
Wolsak’s poetry, “permits us to consider her work’s mode of giving pleasure through 
experiment; furthermore, it allows us to regard her work as an intuitive functioning of the 
creative imagination, one shaped by a desire to articulate the deep space of beyondsense into 
which her poetry sends exploratory probes.”1  

The experimental form of Wolsak’s “exploratory probes” may be seen in the basic design of 
Lightsail. Its physical presentation and use of page space adds significantly to our sense of the 
poet’s quest. The front and back covers of the book are images from Bosch’s Garden of 
Earthly Delights: the front cover depicts naked humans weirdly cavorting with plant, animal, 
and hybrid forms in a landscape of woods and rolling hills; the back cover gives us a 
grotesque nighttime vision of hell, with a garishly illuminated infernal city, dark armies on 
the march, and demons torturing the damned. These images correspond to the pleasures and 
pains encountered along the poem’s spiritual trajectory. The text of the poem is set flush 
right, so that all the lines end, rather than begin, at the same point. In other words, the verses 
are all heading for the same ending, a visual representation of the eschatological momentum 
which inheres in Wolsak’s conception of the fate of the individual soul and of the earth in its 
entirety. The poem is set in a rather wide sans serif font, using all capitals (in this review I am 
using small caps to give a sense of this), but it does not shout at us. Rather, it conveys an 
overwhelming sense of urgency, of the poet’s pressing need to testify to her hallucinatory 
experience. Broken into stanzas or units of varying length, one to a page, the text suggests a 
determinate sequence of narrative “events,” but may also be read as discrete expressions—
psalms, expostulations, lamentations, prophecies. 

But it is Wolsak’s style, the voice of Lightsail, which gives the poem its great power. This 
voice is usually plural: although the “I” makes an occasional appearance, the poem’s 
utterance is mainly that of an unidentified “we.” Wolsak’s use of the first person plural 
reminds me of the community of wandering pilgrims in the serial poems of Nathaniel 
Mackey, another poet with whom she shares revealing affinities. Indeed, like Mackey, 
Wolsak at one point invokes the Islamic concept of ta’wil, or spiritual exegesis: 

                                                 
1 Peter O’Leary, Thick and Dazzling Darkness: Religious Poetry in a Secular Age (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2018), 120. The coinage “beyondsense” is a translation of the Russian Futurists’ term 
zaum; it relates to Surrealist poetic practice as well. Wolsak uses the term in her statement on poetics, An 
Heuristic Prolusion. See Lissa Wolsak, Squeezed Light: Collected Poems 1994-2005 (Barrytown, NY: 
Station Hill Press, 2010), 155. 
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OUR ENTRANCE A 
PRIVATE PARLAY, TA’WIL…, WE  

FIRST FELT KINAESTHESIS TOWARD 
UNDERSTANDING.. 
NEVER TO RETURN 

TO MERE 
AGREEMENT   (64) 

 
Ta’wil implies engagement, a “private parlay,” an encounter between one and an other—a 
“we”—which need not be a matter of “mere / agreement.” Through this experience, “WE / 

FIRST FELT KINAESTHESIS TOWARD / UNDERSTANDING”: kineasthesis refers to the capability 
of feeling movement and position of the physical body; it is not ordinarily used in relation to 
“understanding.” But for Wolsak, to be “we” is to understand the other, and to reach 
together toward wisdom, which is an exercise in dialogue, as are all acts of interpretation or 
exegesis. (In effect, this very reading is an act of ta’wil between me and Wolsak’s poem.) 

According to Henry Corbin, the great scholar of Islamic mysticism, “the soul takes its 
departure, accomplishes the ta’wil of its true being, by basing itself on a text—the text of a 
book or cosmic text—which its efforts will carry to a transmutation, raise to the rank of a 
real, but inner and psychic, Event.”2 Furthermore, Corbin observes that “The ta’wil 
presupposes a flowering of symbols and hence the active Imagination, the organ which at 
once produces symbols and apprehends them…By its very essence the ta’wil cannot inhabit 
the realm of everyday fact; it postulates an esoterism.”3 To be sure, Lightsail is an esoteric 
poem, a flowering of symbols which calls out for exegesis; thus the “we” of its reader and text 
engage in a private parlay. As the poet tells us, “THE HYPER-SECRET IS / OUR PART IN THIS 

WORLD / OF MANIFEST HIDDENNESS” (27), which is to say that as the poem brings us to 
awareness, we learn the “hyper-secret”: that in our world, all that may appear manifest 
actually shares in the condition of hiddenness as well. 

But as with all esoteric practices, initiation is always possible, which is why difficult, 
mysterious texts, whether they present as religious scripture or experimental poetry, teach 
their secrets to the reader who is willing to persevere. The opening sections of Lightsail are 
shot through with references to the poet and her readers engaging in a mutual process of 
instruction: 

                                                 
2 Henry Corbin, Avicenna and the Visionary Recital, trans. Willard R. Trask, Bollingen Series 66 (New 
York: Pantheon, 1960), 31. 
3 Henry Corbin, Creative Imagination in the Sūfism of Ibn ‘Arabī, trans. Ralph Manheim, Bollingen Series 
91 (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1969), 14-15. 
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YOU THE LIGHTENER, 
YOU THE LOOSENED, 

AN INTRIGUER 
GASPING TO 

RARIFY THEM 
TO CULTURE AN AUDIENCE 

THE SINGULARITY 
ITS ATMOSPHERIC WARP 

ALREADY PASSED AS HOLY    (9) 
 

The poet is revealed as a Promethean demiurge: a lightener, bringing illumination; loosened, 
free of the trammels of our fallen material condition; and an intriguer, conspiring with her 
readers to help them reach spiritual freedom as well. She cultures her audience, and in doing 
so, rarifies them by bringing them to enlightenment—or as Robert Duncan would say, 
“endarkenment.” A singularity is a unique event; it is also a point of infinite density at the 
center of a black hole, which certainly produces an “atmospheric warp,” a cosmic 
phenomenon which for a poet like Wolsak is “already passed as holy.” The study of quantum 
mechanics requires an education as complex as the study of any mystical tradition, and both 
seek for cosmic secrets. “IS THIS NOT A SPELL?” asks the poet. “ENTRUST TO US THE / 

SPEAKING SILENCE, / THE SOUL’S / CONVERSATION” (10). The poem, joining the poet and 
her reader, is just that speaking silence or soul’s conversation; to enter into such a 
conversation is an act of trust. 

But it is difficult to trust such seemingly convoluted language, at least at first. Images shift 
rapidly; figures of speech are in a constant state of flux; words and phrases derived from a 
range of discourses, from theology (“THE / WEIGHTLESSNESS OF KAIROS”) to slang (“WE JIVE 

NIGHTLY / IF THE DEVIL IS INTERESTED”), are endlessly combined. The engaged reader will 
spend a good deal of time seeking definitions for words from the disciplines of physics and 
biology such as “ISOPIETISTIC,” “PIEZOELECTRICALLY,” “EPIZOONS,” “FLOUVE.” In their 
introduction to Wolsak’s Squeezed Light: Collected Poems 1994-2005, George Quasha and 
Charles Stein refer to “Wolsak’s self-interrupting process; her quasi-neologistic resuscitation 
of strange, arcane, archaic, even technical words in alien contexts; her rhetorics and sonorities 
divagating in textual tangles, crisscrossing in musics of their own invention.”4 Readers of 
contemporary poetry may well feel at home with these defamiliarizing procedures, but the 
intent of this work is not to remind us of the materiality of the signifier; it is not, as in Viktor 
Shklovsky’s famous apothegm from “Art as Technique,” “to make the stone stony.” Renewed 

                                                 
4 George Quasha and Charles Stein, introduction to Squeezed Light, xx-xxi. 
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perception of the material world is, in effect, a secondary gain compared to the real goal of 
this poetry. Wolsak would agree with Blake in “The Everlasting Gospel”: “This life’s five 
windows of the soul / Distorts the heavens from pole to pole / And leads you to believe a lie / 
When you see with, not through, the eye.”  

I have already noted the importance of exegetic dialogue and the binding of personhood in 
Lightsail. As should be clear by now, these ideals are related to the ancient tradition of 
prophecy: through the medium of Wolsak’s baroque language play, the plural voice of the 
poem assumes the prophetic burden and speaks at times with Blakean intensity: 

WE PASS OURSELVES OFF AS 
PATH-BREAKING AESTHETES 
OUR HISTORY OF WRATH ITS 

ABSENCE OF IMAGINING 
EXPANDING ON THE GROUND 

TO CALL ON TORPID EARTH    (20) 
 
Lines such as these may be usefully compared to the “Introduction” to Blake’s Songs of 
Experience, in which the “voice of the Bard” calls on Earth to arise from the “slumberous 
mass” and return, along with the “lapsed Soul,” to a state of renewed vision. Likewise, 
Wolsak stands with Blake in her refusal to see the poet’s role as that of a mere aesthete, even 
a “path-breaking” one, though that is how she may appear. We may think of writing such as 
this as “experimental” or “innovative” or “avant-garde” poetry, but these terms—and indeed, 
perhaps the very category of the aesthetic—are wholly inadequate in our attempt to come to 
terms with this work. When the poet frees herself and us from “our history of wrath,” which 
causes an “absence of imagining” (or as Blake would say, “To find the Western path / Right 
thro’ the Gates of Wrath”), then and only then will we be given the power of “TELESTHESIA” 
(a form of extrasensory perception of experience at a far distance, beyond the range of sense 
organs), which will in turn enable us 

TO PLACE OURSELVES ENTIRELY THERE 
TURNING 

WHEN THEOPHANIC LIGHT LOOKED IN 
A VEIL ASCENDING 

THUS, WERE WE 
INDIVISIBLE 

FOR NEVERNESS GAVE RISE 
TO CREATURELY PIGMENT.. 

THEN LETTING THE LIGHTSAIL.. 
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THAT WHICH WE COULD 
NOT INWARDLY EXPRESS YET 

NO ONE PERSON 
STOOD IN OUR WAY    (37) 

 
This is one of the most ecstatic moments in the poem, when the “theophanic light” of 
divinity falls upon the lightsail of the poet’s prophetic vehicle, which, like a veil, ascends. It is 
a moment when we are “entirely there,” “indivisible,” a state that cannot yet be inwardly 
expressed, that is, which we cannot make conscious to ourselves, though we intuit the 
experience of union. In a reading from Lightsail, Wolsak notes that the photons, those solar 
particles which power a lightsail, have no mass, though they do have energy and 
momentum.5 In the immediate aftermath of this visionary passage, the “theophanic light” is 
hailed as a “SPELLBREAKER / USING ENERGY AND MOMENTUM.” It breaks the spell of our 
entrenched psychic defenses, since “THE MORE WE FEARED BEING COETERNAL / THE MORE 

WE CYCLICALLY / DERANGED OUR DEFENSES / AS FAR AS THIS LIFE / ENTHRONING HATE…” 

Following the mystical union toward which Wolsak would move us, we discover “LOVE’S 

AFTERLIFE ALREADY MENACING / WHO WE ONCE WERE, WATCH IN VAIN.. / TIMELESSLY 

LEAVING BEHIND / ODIOUS GRAVITIES / OUR DAYS FLIT / BY LARGESSE / RESITUATE OUR 

SCALE” (38). The “largesse,” the generosity, to which Wolsak refers is not monetary but 
spiritual; we lose the “odious gravities” (Blake’s “slumberous mass”) which previously 
repressed our capacity to love and enter into a timeless state, the scale of our lives having 
indeed been resituated. We are transported; we are elsewhere. 

But before Lightsail begins to sound like an exercise in New Age spirituality, emphasizing 
personal transformation, I also want to point out that it has a distinct political dimension. 
The communal dimension of the poem is derived, in part, from a sort of eco-feminism. The 
poet’s prophetic vision is related to “ALREADY KNOWING / ONE MOTHER’S PRESENCE”; it 
appears that the lightsail is this maternal spirit’s “SPECKLED LAMP” (3). Communing with her 
leads to our “UNDERSTANDING THE SUCHNESS OF / OUR GEOCIDE.. / SUFFERING IN BROKEN-
HEARTED / HUMILITY..” (4). Wolsak’s understanding of the ecological disaster we currently 
face is “UMBILIC,” and inspired by this “one mother,” we learn that “WOMEN BEGAN TO 

~WHISPER / TO BE HEARD..” (11), which is to say, they take on their prophetic role, 
whispering about “geocide” but still being heard. Another of the most ecstatic moments of 
the poem, comparable to the extended vision of the goddess in H.D.’s Tribute to the Angels, 
comes when 

SHE APPEARED TO US JUST 
                                                 
5 “Lissa Wolsak and Michael Boughn Reading,” https://vimeo.com/254733300. 
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AS IN PRESPACETIME, 
THEN, COSMOPOIETICALLY, ONE BY ONE.. 

SEARINGLY IMAGINATIVE 
IDEAS OF ELEVATION & INVENTIVENESS, 

AND AGAIN WHEN ALONE 
IN HIGHLY COLORED SHADOW 

SHE APPEARED TO US IN 
CLASSICAL SOLEMNITY     (31) 

 
In “prespacetime,” the goddess “cosmopoietically” inspires us; her “classical solemnity” 
connects her to a long line of such goddesses (again, I’m reminded of Tribute to the Angels), 
but riders on Wolsak’s lightsail-powered vessel also understand that the goddess is always 
ahead of us as well. Thus in the last lyric of the book, “WE WONDERED IF OUR / MOTHERS 

CAME THIS WAY / NOT YET THE / FIRST LATTICE-SAILING / OR / BEAM-SAILING” as we 
experience “THE MULTIPLYING / PRESENCE OF THE / UNIFIED FIELD” (102). Brought into this 
sustaining presence, readers of Lightsail arrive at a place that is utterly apart from our 
mundane experience, and yet feels like a true homecoming. 


